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ASU Charter

“ASU is a comprehensive public research university, measured not by whom we exclude, but by whom we include and how they succeed: advancing research and discovery of public value; and assuming fundamental responsibility for the economic, social, cultural and overall health of the communities it serves.”

From https://live-newamericanuniversity.ws.asu.edu/about/asu-charter-and-goals
The Publication Cycle

**Creation**
Research gets proposed, funded, and reported on.

**Evaluation**
Academic works are evaluated for quality and edited by their peers.

**Reuse**
Works get read, cited, and recombined.

**Preservation**
Copies or versions of the work may be saved for posterity.

**Dissemination and Access**
Works are distributed in print or online, through libraries, retailers, and the web.

**Publication**
A publisher provides editing, layout, and publication services.
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Carbon Nanotubes--the Route Toward Applications
Baughman et al. Science 2002 297 (5582), p. 787
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Jack Andraka, the Teen Prodigy of Pancreatic Cancer

A high school sophomore won the youth achievement Smithsonian American Ingenuity Award for inventing a new method to detect a lethal cancer.

Only a sophomore in high school, Jack Andraka may have invented a new test for a deadly form of cancer. (Ethan Hill)

By Abigail Tucker

ASU-led research finds way to make fracking safer

Surface uplift and time-dependent seismic hazard due to fluid injection in eastern Texas
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Open Access

Open Access is the free, immediate, online availability of research articles coupled with the rights to use these articles fully in the digital environment. Open Access ensures that anyone can access and use these results—to turn ideas into industries and breakthroughs into better lives.

From: http://sparcopen.org/open-access/
General Policy Elements

• Faculty continue to publish in the journals of their choice
• Final manuscripts are added to the ASU Digital Repository
• ASU Libraries facilitates the deposit process in compliance with publisher policies
• Waiver option available
I greatly appreciate having access to current Harvard research since it helps me prepare for discussions with policymakers. The more informed we are on the root causes and effects of economic phenomena, the more pertinent the policy prescriptions we can provide. Thank you for providing this service.

Read "Revisiting African Agriculture: Institutional Change and..."

Economic Affairs Officer with the U.N. Economic Commission for Africa
Zambia
Over 70 universities in the U.S. have adopted Open Access policies, and a number of funding organizations around the world have mandated Open Access for research they are supporting. Understanding this trend, and in pursuit of continued initiatives that further enhance the social embeddness of ASU, the University Senate has constituted an Open Access Task Force.

**Charge**

To develop an ASU Open Access policy for Senate review and vote.

It is recommended that the committee conduct a survey of existing Open Access programs and use ASU faculty expertise to design an Open Access policy for Arizona State University. The task force designed policy should be benchmarked against those previously surveyed policies, with the project completed, and receive a Senate review and vote during the 2016-17 academic year. To accomplish this outcome, the task force may develop and schedule information meetings for senators and ASU faculty to receive feedback and build consensus. The task force will also have access to resources from the Office of Knowledge and Enterprise Development, the Library, the Office of the Provost, and the Senate office.
Questions?
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